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Abstract

Nucleation of homo- (Ni, Pd, Re, Pt) and hetero-metallic (Ni-Pd, Re-Pt) clusters

on monovacancy sites of a graphene sheet has been investigated by means of periodic

density functional theory calculations. It is shown that a vacant site in graphene is

an effective nucleation center both for the monometallic and bimetallic clusters, whose

characteristics are described in terms of structural distortions, nucleation energetics,

affinities between different metal atoms, metal-carbon interactions and ease of diffusion

of metal atoms on graphene.

Introduction

The peculiar interaction between carbon and metal atoms plays a fundamental role in dif-

ferent areas of nanotechnology, such as the preparation of electronic devices1, catalytic test-
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ing,2–4 and design of new materials.5–8 Since when it has been isolated as a single sheet

of graphite in 20049,10, graphene has been the subject of countless studies and has found

application in the fields of sensors,11 biodevices12 and energy storage.13 As a matter of fact,

it seems that graphene is a suitable material also to be employed as catalytic substrate.

Indeed, catalysts prepared from the deposition of metal nanocluster on graphene sheets are

nowadays an issue of extreme attractiveness, as regard the occurring of certain catalyzed

reactions. Yoo et al.14 demonstrated that graphene can modify the properties of platinum

clusters, which, as a consequence, would reveal a very large activity increase in the methanol

oxidation with respect to that of more conventional Pt/carbon-black catalysts. Besides,

several catalytic tests showed that also cobalt supported graphene materials have promising

catalytic performance in Fischer-Tropsch reaction while a greater stability of graphene has

been, in general, observed compared to CNTs.15

Reticular defects on graphene can be exploited for the nucleation and growth of small

metal clusters. Experimental evidences collected by using scanning transmission electron

microscope16 revealed that it is possible to generate carbon atoms vacancies by means of

electron beams. Such vacancies would become trapping sites for metal atoms otherwise free

to diffuse on the graphene surface and therefore act as nucleation centers for metal particles.

In the field of supported metal clusters to be used in catalysis, a great relevance is devoted

to heteronuclear clusters, whose properties, often, sensibly differ from those of the homonu-

clear counterparts. Bimetallic particles, indeed, seem to have, in some cases, considerable

catalytic activity, selectivity and stability.17,18 Several structural investigations, along with

catalytic activity tests, have been reported for bimetallic supported cluster, characterized by

various combinations of Ni, Pd, Re and Pt.19–21 Further, by means of DFT calculations it has

been hypothesized that the occuring of physisorption or chemisorption of H2 on graphene-

supported Pt4−nNin clusters is tightly affected by the composition of the bimetallic particle,

suggesting that it is possible to tune the hydrogen adsorption energy, hence the catalytic

activity of hydrogenation reactions.22 Other examples can be found in the recent literature;
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e.g., it has been proved that PdPt nanoparticles supported on graphene have a great cat-

alytic activity with respect to the methanol oxidation and the oxygen reduction reactions,

showing also an excellent endurance to poisoning,23 while RePt/γ-Al2O3 particles have been

successfully employed in the industrial relevant naphtha reforming process.24

Finally, metallic or bimetallic clusters nucleated on graphene sheets are interesting also

in the field of the hydrogen storage.25 According to recent studies, transition metal atoms

adsorbed on graphene can actually bind one or more hydrogen molecules with interaction

energies that have intermediate values between those corresponding to physisorption and

chemisorption.26

In this work we report a computational investigation dealing with the nucleation of small

clusters (up to four atoms) of two common catalytic metals, namely Pd and Pt, as well as

of their heteronuclear species formed with Ni or Re, respectively, on a graphene sheet that

has a monovacancy defect. This, in order to obtain information on the preferred structures,

nucleation geometries and energetics, spin multiplicities and affinities of a given metal atom

toward another on the defective graphene.

Models and Computational Details

All the calculations were performed by using the SIESTA method27 and code, development

version 421.28 The supercell employed for modeling the pristine graphene was comprised of

48 carbon atoms (C48) whereas, as model of the defective graphene, a derived C47 system

with a carbon vacancy, with respect to the C48 one, was considered.

The vdW functional of Dion, Rydberg, Schröder, Langreth and Lundqvist (DRSLL)29,30

was used and within this framework pseudopotentials and numerical basis sets were generated

for C, Ni, Pd, Re and Pt. In particular, relativistic and norm-conserving Troullier-Martins

pseudopotentials31 were generated including non-linear core corrections. Their reliability

was tested in a previous work,32 comparing the atomic orbitals eigenvalues calculated by
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them and by an all-electron approach. Furthermore, their transferability was evaluated by

calculations i) of cohesive energies and bulk moduli (for the metal atoms) and ii) of geomet-

rical features of small molecules (for the carbon atom). The strictly confined numerical basis

sets peculiar to the SIESTA method were variationally obtained by means of a SIMPLEX

algorithm. They are equivalent to double-ζ basis sets plus polarization and to polarization

plus diffusion, for the carbon and the metal atoms, respectively.

The C48/C47 supercell was replicated in the xy plane, being 1278 pm and 984 pm the

lattice constants; 3000 pm was conversely chosen as the z direction lattice constant, in order

to simulate the vacuum above the surface. Preliminary tests have been performed in order

to develop, within the SIESTA framework, a computational protocol capable to guarantee a

satisfactory performance in terms of accuracy and calculation time. It has been found that

a 4 × 4 × 1 sampling for the Monkhorst-Pack integration grid and a value of 450 Ry for

the mesh cutoff allow to reach a convergence of 0.001 eV for the absolute energy of systems

formed by one metal atom inserted on a graphene defect.

In order to simulate the nucleation process in proximity of the defect site the following

systematic approach was devised. To start, one metal atom A was placed close to the defect

site and the resulting geometry optimized. A second metal atom, either A or B 6=A, was

thus placed close to A, in turn, in all the possible non-equivalent positions, and the resulting

structures were then singly optimized. Starting from the most stable configuration obtained

for the A2/C47 and AB/C47 systems, a third metal atom, once again A or B, has been added

close to the defect. The most stable position for the third atom was, as before, evaluated

by geometry optimizations and, in this way, the A3/C47, A2B/C47 and AB2/C47 systems

were generated. Finally, a fourth atom was subjected to the same treatment, following the

tree-structure scheme already started. The very same procedure was applied replacing at

the first step the B 6=A atom in the defect site.

In this way, all the possible configurations of two, three and four metal-atom, both homo-

and heteronuclear clusters, were systematically investigated on the graphene defect zone. The
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here proposed nucleation algorithm simulates the binding of a metal atom residing on (and

moving through) a given graphene surface with another metallic species already trapped

in a vacancy defect of the same surface. In addition, the final structure that the clusters

adopted close the defective site was also compared with the one adopted by their isolated

state counterparts, when calculated at the same level of theory, and in some cases with the

corresponding system created by adsorbing on the monovacancy a preformed cluster having

the most stable in vacuo geometry. The transition states for the diffusion of the metal atoms

on pristine graphene, hence the corresponding energy barriers, were evaluated employing the

nudged elastic band method,33,34 by interfacing the SIESTA code to the ASE program.35

The following convention will finally be used throughout: when a M1M2 . . .Mn symbol is

employed to indicate a given cluster, M1 is the metal atom directly placed on the graphene

defect, M2 is the atom added at the second step and so on up to the Mn, which is the atom

introduced as the last.

Definition of nucleation energy

Nucleation energetics is related to the process:

(
M1 . . .Mn−1 + Mn

)
/C47 →

(
M1 . . .Mn−1Mn

)
/C47

where a Mn metal atom is added to an already existing M1 . . .Mn−1 cluster. The system

where the adsorbed metal atom and the chemisorbed cluster are, virtually, infinitely far away

one from the other was chosen as reference for the nucleation energy, En
nuc, with n = 2− 4:

En
nuc = E

[
M1 . . .Mn/C47

]
− E

[(
M1 . . .Mn−1 + Mn

)
/C47

]
(1)
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In order to calculate the energy term corresponding to the (M1 . . .Mn−1 + Mn)/C47 system,

a supercell impossible to treat would have to be used. This problem could be circumvented,

assuming the following energy equivalence, stated by adapting an approach already proposed

by Schimmenti et al.:36

EINT

[
Mn/

(
M1 . . .Mn−1/C47

)]
≈ ECP

INT [Mn/C48]

where EINT

[
Mn/

(
M1 . . .Mn−1/C47

)]
is the interaction energy occurring between Mn and

the graphene surface when the metal atom is far away from the defective zone where the

M1 . . .Mn−1 cluster is placed; while, ECP
INT [Mn/C48] is the interaction energy occurring be-

tween a single metal atom and a pristine graphene surface, corrected by using the coun-

terpoise method for the basis set superposition error.37 As a consequence En
nuc, could be

approximated in terms of absolute energies as:

En
nuc = E

[
M1 . . .Mn/C47

]
− E

[
M1 . . .Mn−1/C47

]
− EBSSE [Mn/C48] + E [C48] (2)

where EBSSE [Mn/C48] is the energy value of the Mn/C48 system, including the BSSE cor-

rection, and E [C48] the energy term corresponding to the pristine graphene. In order to

achieve a relation containing explicit physical insights, Eq. 2 can be rearranged in terms of

adsorption energies, ∆Eads, and of the unsupported cluster nucleation energy, ∆Enuc,uns

M1...Mn :

En
nuc = ∆Eads

M1...Mn/C47
−∆Eads

M1...Mn−1/C47

− ∆Eads
Mn/C48

+ ∆Enuc,uns

M1...Mn (3)
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where

∆Enuc,uns

M1...Mn = EM1...Mn − EM1...Mn−1 − EMn

Eq. 3 shows that the above defined nucleation energy — besides metal-metal interactions,

own of the isolated metallic clusters — involves metal-carbon interactions, related to the

adsorption of the metallic species on the defective graphene. It is worth to stress that the

terms ∆Eads
M1...Mn/C47

and ∆Eads
M1...Mn−1/C47

refer to the adsorption energies of the isolated clus-

ters having the same structure deriving from the nucleation process, which is not necessarily

the most stable structure characterizing the corresponding isolated species. Finally, in order

to support the interpretation throughout, the cohesive energy of all the homonuclear metallic

dimers, trimers and tetramers were calculated at the level of theory used in this work, by

employing the relation:

Ecoh =
EMn − nECP

M

n
(4)

where ECP
M is the energy of a given metallic atom M corrected for the BSSE by considering

as ghost atoms all the other centers in the Mn cluster. The values obtained from Eq. 4 are

reported in Table 1.

[Table 1 about here.]

Results and Discussion

Metal/graphene interaction and diffusion

The BSSE-corrected interaction energy values of bare metal atoms with the pristine C48

graphene sheet, ECP
INT [M/C48], are collected in Table 2. The rhenium atom shows a very

small interaction energy with C48. This is typical of a weak physisorption and is mirrored

in the sextet spin multiplicity of the system, which is unchanged with respect to that of

the isolated atom. The calculated interaction energy (−0.18 eV) is slightly larger than the
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value recently reported by Miramontes et al. (−0.136 eV),38 obtained using an exchange-

correlation functional, which did not take into account dispersion interactions. For palladium

and platinum, on the other hand, their typical high affinity for carbon is well reproduced,

while nickel shows an intermediate value. Among those considered here, nickel is the only

metal atom that locates simmetrically at the center of a six-carbon ring and interacts with C48

by a η6 arrangement,39 with a metal-carbon distance r(Ni-C) value of 224 pm. The Re atom

is pretty far from the graphene plane, being 368 pm the smallest r(Re-C) distance value,

thus it is not very instructive to describe its interaction geometry. Palladium conversely

arranges in the well known6,40 symmetric η2 array, with r(Pd-C) equal to 225 pm, while the

geometry of the platinum atom is somehow between η2 and η1, being r(Pt-C) equal to 216

and 299 pm, respectively.

[Table 2 about here.]

In order to obtain information about the diffusion upon the C48 graphene surface, the

energy barrier for the displacement of the metal atom from an equilibrium site to another

one was calculated. The diffusion of Ni occurs between adjacent rings with a sequence of

η6 − η2 − η6 arrangements, while that of Pd and Pt occurs between contiguous C−C bonds

(η2 − η1 − η2). Even for those metal atoms showing a strong interaction with C48, the

estimated energy barriers indicate an extremely easy diffusion: 0.09 (Ni), 0.03 (Pd), 0.00

(Re) and 0.09 eV (Pt). These findings are in agreement with the diffusion energy barriers

of 4d and 5d metal atoms calculated by Habenicht et al.,41 even if we got a slightly smaller

estimate as regards the barrier for platinum. On the whole, the results clearly indicate that

the diffusion processes can be neglected in the present investigation while the relocation of

one metal atom toward the defect zone, hence the following nucleation and growth, can be

considered as a matter of chance. Processes like the diffusion to the defect zone of a cluster

formed on a pristine region of the graphene sheet could of course also contribute to clusters

formation, as well as nucleation could occur by the approach of polyatomic clusters to a

metal seed chemisorbed on the vacancy. However, as discussed by Teng and Sholl,42 the
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mobility of large metal clusters on graphene should be reduced with respect to that of the

single atoms. For two- and three-atom species this could be true as well, provided that their

adsorption mode does not involve a large number of M-C interactions. For instance, Ni2,

Pd2 and Pt2, which adsorb parallel to the graphene surface, would diffuse harder than the

corresponding metal atoms, while Ag2, Re2 and Au2, adsorbing perpendicularly, would have

almost the same mobility of the atoms. In the present work we assumed that the formation

of ultrasmall clusters occurs through a nucleation process involving only species showing

very high mobility, i.e. single atoms, considering that the growth by diffusion of polyatomic

species should become important in the formation of larger particles.

The optimized geometry of the C47 model does not show the 5-9 reconstruction of the

defect, typical of graphene with monovacancies.43–45 This is likely due to the size and to the

rectangular shape of the supercell used in the present study. In fact, close to the defect of

the C47 fragment a clue of 5-5-7 reconstruction is observable, i.e. two C−C distances are

234 pm while the one in the short side of the supercell is 259 pm. This can be explained by

considering that the small distortions joined with the defect reconstruction propagate in the

graphene sheet differently in the long and in the short directions of the supercell. Since the

metal atom insertion destroys the reconstruction,46 this issue should affect only the energetics

of the M1/C47 systems and not those regarding the cluster nucleation processes. However,

since the lacking of 5-9 reconstruction affects in the same way the interaction energies of

all the M1/C47 systems, their relative behaviour is unchanged, so it is worth to report some

details about these species, which will be helpful in the discussion that follows.

The geometric parameters characterizing the insertion of one metal atom in the graphene

monovacancy are reported in Figure 1. The strong interaction with the metal atom (see Table

2) causes a sensible distortion of the graphene sheet, which can be quantified by the value of

a buckling parameter, gd, representing the height in the z direction of the three carbon atoms

to which the metal is bonded (it is zero in the C47 system). As it can be noticed, the metal-

carbon bond length r(M-C) increases with the atomic number; gd has the same trend up to Re
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but in the Pt system smaller distortions are observed, despite its atomic radius is very similar

to that of Re. The calculated binding energies for Ni, Pd and Pt are sensibly smaller than

those reported in the literature, evaluated by using the PBE exchange-correlation functional:

ca. 7 eV for Ni,46 5.27 for Pd and 7.23 eV for Pt.47 With the aim of verifying that the

differences between the here binding energy values and those of literature are attributable

to the different exchange-correlation functional used, calculations on the M1/C47 systems

by employing the PBE functional were performed, leaving all the other settings unchanged.

The corresponding pseudopotentials and basis sets were generated and tested with the same

procedure used for those employed with the DRSLL functional. The values obtained (Ni:

6.67, Pd: 5.72, Re: 8.03, Pt: 7.09 eV) show that the PBE binding energies are always larger

than the DRSLL ones by ca. 0.7 eV, a feature that is, in part, probably due to the extra

repulsive term in the revPBE component of the DRSLL parameterization.29,30 As a matter of

fact, this kind of disagreement between PBE and vdW-type functionals was recently pointed

out in the literature for metal atoms on graphene48 and for water adsorption on metal

surfaces.49 To the best of our knowledge, the binding energy of Re with a monovacancy on

graphene has never been reported, till now, for comparison.

[Figure 1 about here.]

As regard the magnetic properties of the M1/C47 systems, it has to be taken into ac-

count that the calculation gives a spin polarization equal to 1.5 for the defective graphene,

in agreement with experimental findings44 and other computational investigations.50 Spin

coupling would occur when a metal atom is inserted on the defect, with a resulting decreasing

of the spin multiplicity in the composite system with respect to that of the isolated atom.

In particular, a spin multiplicity lowering of four units was observed for Re (from sextet to

doublet) and of two units (from triplet to singlet) for Ni and Pt, while Pd retains its singlet

spin state.
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Two-atom species

As illustrated in Figure 2, the second metal atom binds to the one already placed on the

defect and with it shares the interaction with a carbon atom. This kind of configuration

remains unchanged irrespective of the nature of the metal atoms forming the dimers and is

common to the first two atoms in trimers and tetramers. In every case, the bond lengthening

calculated for the dimer interacting with the defective graphene is less than 10% with respect

to the isolated species treated at the same level of calculation. These bond elongations, joined

to a spin multiplicity variation, are obviously due to the interaction of the dimers with the

defective graphene. All systems containing Ni and/or Pd have singlet spin multiplicity, those

containing Pt and Re end-up with a quartet multiplicity when they are in the heteronuclear

form, while the singlet state is the most stable when they are in the homonuclear form.

It is to note that the isolated homo- and hetero-metallic dimers show ground state spin

multiplicities of two units larger than those of the corresponding M1/C47 supercell, thus

confirming also in this case an almost perfect spin pairing after the nucleation of the dimer

on the graphene defect.

[Figure 2 about here.]

From the data reported in Table 2 it can be stated that, irrespective of the element, the

formation of homo- and hetero-metallic dimers on C47 is always a largely exoergic process.

Since the diffusion of a metal atom on the graphene surface, as already mentioned, is a process

requiring the overcoming of very small energy barriers, the formation of metal dimers, hence

the nucleation of the metal clusters, should be an easy task. Also, since the reference system

is not the M1/C47 species plus an isolated metal atom but the M1/C47 plus a metal atom

sited far from the already adsorbed atom on the graphene surface, it is possible to argue

that entropic effects are probably not discriminating so that the dimer formation, following

the diffusion of a metal atom in direction of the one already sited on the defect, should be

also exergonic.
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The difference between the nucleation energy of PtRe and all the other dimers involving

the same two metals, whose E2
nuc values are essentially identical, can be explained by using

Eq. 3 and the values reported in Table 2. In fact, it must be considered that according

to our calculations the ∆Enuc,uns contribution is almost the same for all the dimers in the

Re-Pt class (ca. −3.3 eV). These values obviously correspond to an estimate of the binding

energies of the molecules, which in the Re2 and Pt2 cases have experimental counterparts

of 4± 1 and 3.14 eV, respectively.51 On the other hand, the adsorption energy ∆Eads
M1M2/C47

is −6.4, −7.3 and −6.3 eV for ReRe, RePt and PtPt, respectively, but is only −4.4 eV for

PtRe. The nucleation energy values for the Re-Pt dimers are therefore the result of the

opposite trends shown by Re and Pt with respect to the magnitude of the metal-defect and

metal-carbon interactions.

Three-atom species

When a third atom approaches and binds to the dimer located on the graphene defect zone,

two main arrangements could occur: a trimer whose atoms all interact with the graphene

surface or one where the third metal atom interacts only with the already adsorbed dimer.

The balance between metal-graphene and metal-metal interactions rules the occurrence of

the arrangement that actually takes place. It can be indeed argued that if the metal-graphene

interactions were predominant the triatomic cluster would adopt a distorted triangular struc-

ture oriented, some way, parallel to the graphene plane. If instead the metal-metal were

stronger than the metal-graphene interactions, two different cases should be considered: in

the first, it is possible to postulate that the cluster structure and the nucleation geometry

are such to equally admit both kinds of interactions. In this case, the supported cluster

should have a shape similar to that of the corresponding isolated species and furthermore,

would interact well with the defect without any, or very small, structural changes. In the sec-

ond, it can be hypothesized that in order to efficiently interact with the defective site, large

distortions of the cluster structure should occur but, since the metal-metal interactions are
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stronger, the cluster lies on the plane in such a way that only some of its atoms interact with

graphene. In order to give a qualitative description of the triatomic cluster rearrangements,

a simple distortion parameter, λ, can be introduced:

λ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
li
l0

)
(5)

where n is the number of bonds characterizing the considered cluster (e.g. n = 3 for the

trimeric species), li is conversely a given M−M bond length of the cluster interacting with

graphene while l0 is the corresponding bond length in the isolated species. Since all the con-

sidered isolated triatomic clusters have a triangular structure, the value of the λ parameter

reflects also the angular distortions. If the trimer nucleation energy, E3
nuc, is reported against

λ, the graphs of Figure 3 are obtained.

[Figure 3 about here.]

It can be noticed that the clusters containing Ni and Pd have λ values spanning a narrow

range comprised between 1.01 and 1.08. All the λ values are greater than 1, which means

that the M−M bond lengths are, in the average, longer than those of the corresponding

isolated species. Each cluster, belonging to the trimer set, shows a nucleation geometry for

which the metal trimer lies on the graphene surface; the only exception is NiNiPd, to which

the smallest value of λ is associated. It is possible to notice that all the clusters with a larger

content of Ni show λ values closer to 1 than those with larger content of Pd, provided that

the atom directly placed on the defect is not the outnumbered one. This could be related

to the higher energetic content of the Ni−Ni with respect to the Pd−Pd bond that, inter

alia, can be easily inferred considering the cohesive energy values reported in Table 1, which

are in line with the experimental bulk cohesive energy of the two metals (i.e. 4.44 and

3.89 eV/atom for Ni and Pd, respectively). The overall effect could be summarized stating

that increasing the Ni content in the trimer the metal-metal interactions rise, leading to less

distorted clusters on the graphene defect.
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Trimers containing Re and Pt have λ values ranging from 0.92 to 1.04, except for the

PtPtPt cluster, which shows the highest λ value (1.17) in the series. Some Re-Pt clusters

have λ smaller than — or very close to — the unity, revealing minute distortions. In details,

RePtPt, PtPtRe and PtRePt are those clusters showing λ < 1; their reference cluster in

the isolated state is the angular PtRePt, having quartet multiplicity and two Pt atoms each

other (Pt−Pt distance of 441 pm) not bonded. In the Pt-Re clusters above, conversely, the

two Pt atoms are bonded due to favourable interactions that occur with the defect zone of

graphene: the resulting Pt−Pt distances are 265, 268 and 273 pm, respectively. The net

result is a nucleation energy sensibly smaller than that of the other clusters in the Re-Pt

set where the Re−Re bond can be found. It is to be noticed that all the Re-Pt trimers

are almost perpendicular to the graphene sheet, with one of the vertex interacting with the

defect and one bonded to a carbon atom. Comparing the E3
nuc vs. λ trends for the Ni-Pd

and Re-Pt cluster sets, two main interesting features appear (see Figure 3): i) the different

spread of the λ values and ii) the trimer interaction geometry that, in the Ni-Pd case, is

characterized by a parallel arrangement of the metal trimer with respect to the graphene

surface while in the Re-Pt case by a perpendicular one. It is possible to infer that both the

features above are very likely due to a predominant metal-metal component present in the

Re-Pt trimers, which is even higher than in the Ni-Pd case. With respect to this, it should

be noticed that both Pt and Re actually show higher bulk cohesive energies with respect to

Ni and Pd (8.03 and 5.84 eV/atom for Re and Pt, respectively). A representative selection

of three- and four-atom cluster geometry on C47 is reported in Figure 4.

[Figure 4 about here.]

The nucleation energies of the Ni-Pd trimers are comprised between −1.25 and −1.95

eV. In this cluster set, it seems that there are not sensible differences in the nucleation

energetics when a third atom is bound to a given dimer already placed on the defective

graphene. An inspection to Figure 5, where the nucleation energy values are reported for

the three-atom, E3
nuc, and four-atom, E4

nuc, clusters, allow us to conclude that the largest
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difference in the nucleation energy is 0.33 eV, being the NiPdNi cluster more stable than

the NiPdPd one. The smallest E3
nuc value is conversely 0.03 eV, i.e. the NiNi dimer, whose

formation on the defective graphene is preferred to that of NiPd (see Table 2), generates the

NiNiNi or the NiNiPd cluster almost involving the same energy. This low “discriminating

power” could be linked to the relatively low difference in cohesive energies of these two

metals (0.55 eV/atom) and to the scarce difference between their affinities to the pristine

graphene (ECP
INT [Ni/C48]−ECP

INT [Pd/C48] = 0.30 eV, see Table 2). Qualitatively, the increase

of Ni content is related to trimer formation showing more negative nucleation energy. The

relative stability of the trimers shares the same trend of their two-atoms nucleation seeds

(NiNi > NiPd > PdNi > PdPd), with those increasing the Ni content always favoured with

respect to those involving a new Pd atom.

Letting aside the PtPtPt cluster, which has the relatively low nucleation energy of −1.27

eV, the remaining Re-Pt trimers are characterized by a nucleation energetics much larger

than that associated to the Ni-Pd clusters. It indeed ranges from −2.28 eV (PtPtRe) to

the very high value of −5.01 eV (ReReRe). These values are clearly in agreement with the

larger bulk cohesive energies of the Pt and Re with respect to Ni and Pd. On the whole,

the higher E3
nuc values of the Re-Pt cluster set, but the PtPtPt species, are also related to

the low affinity of the rhenium atom toward graphene, which affects, as suggested by Eq. 3,

the nucleation energies. In fact, the clusters with low Re content, and in particular PtPtPt,

have smaller nucleation energy values, showing the Pt atom a good affinity for graphene.

To end, the dimeric species in the Re-Pt class should be able to discriminate the features of

the third incoming metal atom: now the smallest difference between the growth energy of

a dimer with respect to the third atom is 0.61 eV (PtRe) and is ca. 1 eV for all the other

dimeric species. In any case, the dimers of the Re-Pt cluster set are more prone to react with

Re rather than with Pt to give a trimer. The discriminating power in ruling the nucleation

of a third metallic atom is clearly larger for the Re-Pt than for the Ni-Pd set. However,

as for the latter, the discriminating power of the Re-Pt set is mainly related to the metal
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cohesive energy difference, very pronounced in this case (i.e. 2.19 eV/atom).

[Figure 5 about here.]

Four-atom species

In Figure 6, the E4
nuc values corresponding to all the clusters of both the Ni-Pd and Re-Pt sets

are reported versus the matching λ values, calculated by Eq. 5, setting n = 6. As reference

for the evaluation of the distortions of a given metal species nucleating on graphene, the

structure of the isolated cluster having the most similar geometry to that of the chemisorbed

cluster was chosen. It is important to notice that for all the Ni-Pd set members, irrespective

of the starting cluster configuration and geometry, the optimization of the isolated fragments

invariably converges into a tetrahedral species (See Figure 4). Therefore, just five types of

isolated clusters have been used as references for the Ni-Pd species, namely the two homo-

metallic and the three hetero-metallic (NiPd3, Ni2Pd2 and Ni3Pd) tetrahedral structures.

On the other hand, when the Re-Pt clusters are considered, a structure very similar to that

of the adsorbed one, almost always, exists also in the isolated state.

[Figure 6 about here.]

The metal clusters in the Ni-Pd class have λ values in-between 0.99 and 1.18; two regions

in the corresponding graph can be identified: in the first are included those points placed

below λ = 1.05. These are associated to clusters showing tetrahedral structure. In the

second — above that value of λ —, are conversely included those points corresponding to

metal clusters adopting a butterfly geometry, i.e. a tetrahedron-like non-planar structure

with a broken side (two kinds of butterfly arrangements are showed in Figure 4). Here,

it is worth describing the case of the Ni4 and Pd4 clusters, since they were the subject

of analogous investigations already reported in the literature. The structure of Ni4 was

actually studied both as isolated species and adsorbed on pristine graphene.52 According to

that investigation, the isolated Ni4 is in a quintet spin state and resembles a symmetrically
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distorted tetrahedron, with four Ni−Ni distances longer than the other two. The most stable

structure of the Ni4 cluster, when adsorbed on the surface of a pristine graphene sheet, is

a perfect tetrahedron with triplet multiplicity. The here calculations give the same spin

multiplicity for the isolated Ni4 while when chemisorbed on C47, it is in a singlet state.

Slightly longer Ni−Ni distances are observed in the first case, whereas expected — although

small (λ = 1.01) — asymmetric distortions characterize the second, where the tetrahedron

lies with a vertex on the defect and another bonded to a carbon atom.

A different arrangement marks the Pd4 clusters. According to the present calculations

and to the literature data,53 the isolated Pd4 cluster has a slightly distorted tetrahedral

geometry. Furthermore, following Ramos-Castillo et al.54 when Pd4 is placed on a graphene

monovacancy it should maintain its tetrahedral structure. The present calculation would

conversely suggest a butterfly geometry, generating a large value of the distortion parameter

(λ = 1.18) and a small nucleation energy value (E4
nuc = −1.41 eV). As a matter of fact, if

a tetrahedral Pd4 fragment is optimized on the defect without considering the nucleation

algorithm thoroughly employed in this work, a minimum is obtained, which is 0.55 eV more

stable than the butterfly one, being λ = 1.01. Therefore, it is possible to hypothesize that

the butterfly geometry — corresponding to a local minimum when Pd4 is anchored on the

defect— is consequent to the nucleation process, which therefore can give cluster structures

dissimilar from those obtained from the mere chemisorption on the graphene defect of a

preformed cluster. Further, the different behaviour of Ni4 and Pd4 with respect to the

geometry adopted, following the nucleation (the former converting to a tetrahedron, the

latter not) could be correlated to the fact that the Ni−Ni bond is stronger than the Pd−Pd

while the Ni−C interaction is weaker than Pd−C.

All of the Re-Pt clusters in the M4/C47 systems have λ values in the range 0.98 − 1.10.

In the low end of this interval there is one point, corresponding to the highly distorted tetra-

hedral PtReReRe species. The remaining Re-Pt clusters have butterfly-like geometries. In

details, those clusters with λ very close to 1 consist of butterfly structures, interacting almost
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perpendicularly with the graphene sheet and having just one atom placed in correspondence

of the defective site. Conversely, the point at λ = 1.10 is associated to the RePtReRe clus-

ter that, when isolated, has a butterfly structure with a Re−Re bond easily recognizable,

while, when chemisorbed, a structure distorted by the breaking of the Re−Re bond and the

formation of a new Re−Pt bond, which gives rise to the higher value of λ.

The behaviour of the Re4 and Pt4 clusters on the defect is somehow similar to that of

the Ni4 and Pd4 cases. In particular, the Re4 species has a tetrahedral structure either when

isolated or nucleated on the vacancy defect and, while the Re−Re bond is very strong, the

Re−C interaction seems to be extremely weak. To our knowledge, the investigation of the

properties of this cluster on a graphene monovacancy was, up to now, never performed. The

case of Pt4, on the other hand, is rather enlightening: in fact, even if Pt has a bulk cohesive

energy larger than that of Ni, it behaves like the Pd4 cluster. It adopts a butterfly structure

when nucleated in the defect zone while the preformed tetrahedral cluster, when chemisorbed

on the defect, is more stable (0.30 eV) and suffers only slight structural distortions (λ = 1.02)

whit respect to the isolated counterpart. This evidence can be explained taking into account

that the Pt−C interaction seems to be the largest among those of the here investigated

metals and, effectively, a Pt4 cluster with butterfly geometry is a minimum even in the

isolated state, differing only 0.12 eV in energy from the most stable tetrahedral geometry.

As a matter of fact, the existence of a butterfly Pt4 cluster interacting with a monovacancy

on graphene was already reported,55 though, it was not discussed from the nucleation point

of view. Also in this case, therefore, the nucleation process would give a cluster geometry

corresponding to a local minimum as a result of M−C interactions.

On the whole, the Re-Pt tetratomic clusters show larger nucleation energies than the

Ni-Pd ones, even if the differences are now reduced with respect to those calculated for the

triatomic species. This could be tentatively rationalized in terms of the analysis reported

above. Generally speaking, the Ni-Pd four-atom clusters with values of λ close to 1 do not

show very efficient interactions with graphene, while those with higher values of λ do. This
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because large geometry distortions, which decrease the occurrence of metal-metal interac-

tions, are to be ascribed to strong M-C interactions. The Re-Pt clusters are, on the contrary,

less sensible to the local atom arrangement in their structure: indeed, it seems that they can

interact efficiently with graphene and, at the same time, maintain good interactions between

the metal centers or, from an opposite point of view, they can sit on the defect without rele-

vant distortions of the isolated butterfly geometry. Further, in most of the clusters showing

E4
nuc larger than −3 eV, Re is the fourth nucleating atom, so that the nucleation energy

could be affected by the low affinity of Re toward C, as discussed for the three-atom species.

By referring to Figure 5, the nucleation energies associated to the four-atom clusters

formation inside the two classes of metallic species is now discussed. The largest nucleation

energies are shown by NiNiNiNi and NiNiPdNi (−2.68 and −2.88 eV); the smallest by the

NiPdNiPd and NiPdPdPd clusters (−1.37 and −1.39 eV). On the other hand, when Pd

is the first atom, the nucleation energy of the four-atom cluster is always larger than that

of the three-atom counterpart, reaching the maximum value (−3.21 eV) for the PdNiNiNi

case. A very low nucleation energy (−1.41 eV) is associated to the PdPdPdPd cluster. These

findings are in agreement with the evidences pointed out along with the trimer analysis that

stated a connection between the increase of the nucleation energy, E3
nuc, and the Ni content.

The PdPdNi and PdPdPd three-atom species, actually, seem to not be able to discriminate

between Ni or Pd as the fourth nucleating atom. On the other hand, three of the four trimers,

having a Ni atom placed in the defect site, invariably favour binding of a fourth Ni atom:

NiNiNiNi is, indeed, more stable than NiNiNiPd by 1.15 eV, NiPdNiNi than NiPdNiPd by

1.51 eV and NiPdPdNi than NiPdPdPd by 1.04 eV; the affinity of Pd toward graphene could

clearly contribute to this issue. For all the remaining Ni-Pd systems, the difference between

the two possible E4
nuc values is around 0.5 eV.

In the majority of cases, E3
nuc is larger than E4

nuc in the Re-Pt cluster set. Important

exceptions are all the four clusters, which start their nucleation from the PtPt dimer and,

to a minor extent, the RePtPtRe cluster. By passing from PtPtRe to PtPtReRe there is an
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energy gain of 3.69 eV and, noticeably, the PtPtPtPt cluster, whose corresponding trimer is

characterized by E3
nuc = −1.27 eV, has E4

nuc = −2.70 eV. The discriminating power toward

nucleation of a fourth metal atom of the Re-Pt three-atom clusters is similar to that already

shown by the two-atom species. In details, the most discriminating are ReReRe, PtPtRe

and RePtPt, which favour the binding of Re with respect to Pt by 1.01, 1.26 and 0.90 eV

while, all the other trimers are characterized by values close to 0.6 eV (mostly, favouring

the Re entrance). The RePtRe species is an exception, being associated to a value equal

to 0.3 eV. Once again, the different affinity of Pt and Re toward graphene, joined with the

inter-metallic cohesive energy differences — characterizing the metals involved in the cluster

formation — should contribute to the discriminating behaviour above described.

Conclusions

Periodic DFT calculations within the SIESTA formalism were performed, in order to in-

vestigate the formation of homo- and hetero-metallic Ni-Pd and Re-Pt clusters — formed

by, up to, four metallic atoms — on a defect of a graphene model, having one vacant site.

The results were discussed in terms of cluster structure variations, metal-metal as well as

metal-carbon affinities and nucleation energies. The latter was defined as a function of a

bond distortion parameter related to i) the metal bulk cohesive energies, ii) the magnitude

of the metal-carbon interactions, which take place either on the defective or on the pristine

graphene surface, and iii) the relative stability of the nucleation seeds. As a general trend,

small bulk cohesive energies give rise to distorted structures of the supported cluster and

small nucleation energies, which also decreases with increasing the affinity of the involved

metal atoms toward the defect-free graphene. The difference in the bulk cohesive energy of

the considered metals surely affects the discriminating power in ruling the nucleation of a

new metal atom on an already formed metallic cluster. The differences in the bulk cohesive

energies, however, begin to be substantially relevant for the largest clusters, namely for the
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four-atom species. In these, a high Ni (Re) content leads preferably to the binding of new Ni

(Re) atoms, suggesting that, possibly after structural rearrangements, small particles with Ni

(Re) cores and Pd (Pt) shells could be preferentially formed. The analysis of the structural

characteristics, furthermore, suggests that when the metal-metal interactions prevail on the

metal-carbon ones, the nucleated cluster adopts, after some distortions, the same geometry

shown in the isolated state, leading to a surface species not very different with respect of

that obtained following the chemisorption of a preformed clusters. Conversely, if metal-

metal and metal-carbon interactions have comparable intensity, nucleation usually brings to

cluster geometries that could correspond to metastable (or even unstable) structures in the

isolated state. This behaviour can clearly affect growth, hence shape, of large metal clusters

on graphene. Finally, since the graphene defective sites are powerful nucleating centers, a

graphene sheet having many vacant sites should permit the generation of a large number of

small metal clusters. This is certainly a desirable feature to be exploited both in catalysis

and hydrogen storage technology. In particular, the metal cluster anchoring on the graphene

defects could block the competitive desorption of H2 and of the cluster itself, which represent

a well known crucial problem of the hydrogen storage processes.
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Table 1: Cohesive energy, Ecoh, characterizing the homonuclear species, calculated by Eq. 4

Ecoh/eV
M2 M3 M4

Ni −1.24 −1.61 −1.89
Pd −0.74 −1.23 −1.53
Re −1.51 −1.96 −2.65
Pt −1.56 −2.08 −2.31
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Table 2: Interaction energy of metal atoms with both the pristine C48 and the defective C47

graphene surfaces, ECP
INT [M/C48] and EINT [M1/C47], and dimer nucleation energy, E2

nuc, on
C47, as defined by Eq. 2

Ni Pd Re Pt

aECP
INT [M/C48]/eV

−0.60 −0.90 −0.18 −1.12

bEINT [M1/C47]/eV
−6.01 −5.06 −7.35 −6.30

cE2
nuc/eV

Ni Pd Re Pt
−2.02 −1.53 −2.16 −2.14
Pd Ni Pt Re
−1.65 −1.80 −1.28 −2.15

a Corrected for the BSSE. b Uncorrected for the BSSE. c The dimeric species can be individuated,
considering that the atom in the table main heading (first table row) is the one approaching the atom
already placed on the graphene defect, represented either in the seventh or ninth table rows.
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Figure 1: The M−C bond length in the M1/C47 systems and the values of the buckling
parameter, quantifying the graphene distortion following the metal insertion on the defect.
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Figure 2: A metallic dimer on a graphene vacancy defect. The M−M bond distances are
reported for every homo- and hetero-metallic species along with the differences with respect
to the bond lengths calculated for the same species in the isolated states (in parentheses).
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Figure 3: Nucleation energy, E3
nuc, of the homo- and hetero-metallic Ni-Pd (a) and Re-Pt

(b) trimers as a function of the bond length distortion parameter, λ. For the sake of clarity,
only the initial letter — written in lowercase — of the atomic symbols are represented.
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Figure 4: Representative arrangements of three- and four-atom metal clusters on C47. (a)
NiPdNi: a triangle lying on the surface; (b) NiNiPd: a triangle in a plane perpendicular
to the surface; (c) ReRePt: a different position of the perpendicular triangular geometry;
(d) PdNiPdNi: a tetrahedron geometry interacting by a side; (e) ReRePtPt: the butterfly
geometry; (f) PtPtPtRe: another arrangement of the butterfly geometry.
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Figure 5: The diagrams collect the nucleation energies (in eV), as defined by Eq. (2), of
all the two-atom, E2

nuc, three-atom, E3
nuc, and four-atom, E4

nuc, clusters. In order to assign
every point to the corresponding species, start from the two-atom seed and add to it the
element symbol indicated above or below it according to whether the given point is in the
upper or in the lower part of the diagram with respect to the same seed.
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Figure 6: Nucleation energy, E4
nuc, of the homo- and hetero-metallic Ni-Pd (a) and Re-Pt

(b) four-atom cluster sets as a function of the bond length distortion parameter, λ. For the
sake of clarity, only the initial letter — written in lowercase — of the atomic symbols are
represented.
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